Their fifth return visit to Philadelphia, classical music’s award winning quintet, Imani Winds, will perform a World Premiere of CANE, a commissioned work by composer and pianist Jason Moran. CANE is a musical portrait of Moran’s Louisiana bayou ancestry dating back to his great grand-aunt, an ex-slave, who opened a plantation and bought her family’s freedom.

CONCERT PROGRAM
♫ Ten pieces for wind quintet by Gyorgy Ligeti
♫ speech. and canzone by Valerie Coleman
♫ CANE by Jason Moran
♫ Terra Incognita by Wayne Shorter
♫ Contrabassissimo by Astor Piazzolla arr.

Friday, October 24th at 7:30 p.m.
Perelman Theater @ Kimmel Center

Tickets and Information: 215 893.1999 www.kimmelcenter.org